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The thermodynamic properties of a dense low-temperature plasma are considered on the basis of a 
method in which the Bloch equation and a diagram technique are employed to extend Mayer's group
integral theory to a quantum system of interacting particles. Divergences inherent in the Coulomb 
interaction are removed by rearranging the terms of the perturbation theory series. The first stage 
of the rearrangement corresponds to the Gell-Mann-Brueckner procedure, and the second to sum
mation of ladder diagrams containing the effective interaction potential. From the physical point of 
view this approximation corresponds to simultaneously taking into account collective and individual 
effects in the plasma. The Gibbs free energy of the plasma is calculated by the proposed method 
for Boltzmann statistics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A dense plasma is usually defined as a strongly iron
ized gas in which the density of the charged particles 
is sufficiently high, so that the average energy of the 
interaction between the charged particles is compara
ble with the thermal energy. Unlike ordinary gases, in 
a plasma the forces of interaction between the particles 
are long-range, so that the effects connected with the 
interaction can be appreciable at low temperatures 
(104 °K) already at charged-particle densities 
n ~ 1018 cm- 3 • In addition, quantum-mechanical effects 
appear in a dense plasma: first, degeneracy effects can 
occur, and second, when the Coulomb-interacting parti
cles are not very far from each other, their relative 
motion must be described quantum-mechanically, and 
not with the aid of the laws of classical mechanics. Up 
to densities ~1Q20 em- 3 and temperatures ~104 °K and 
higher, the average electronic de Broglie wavelength 
(A.e = n/(2meT) 112 remains smaller than the average 
distance between the particles is proportional to n-113 , 

so that the known degeneracy parameter nA.~ is much 
smaller than unity, and consequently degeneracy effects 
can be neglected. A characteristic parameter of the 
Coulomb interaction between the particles is the ratio 
of the de Broglie wavelength of the particle to the 
average amplitude of the Coulomb scattering f = e2/T 
( e-electron charge). When A./f « 1, the motion of the 
charged particle is quasiclassical and to calculate the 
corrections to the thermodynamic functions it is possi
ble to replace the statistical sum over the states of the 
continuous spectrum by an integral, using for this pur
pose the quasiclassical expression for the energy level 
density. In this case an appreciable contribution to the 
thermodynamic functions can be made by the bound 
states. In the opposite limiting case A./f >> 1, the in
teraction between the charged particles can be treated 
by perturbation theory. Both these cases were con
sidered by Vedenov and Larkin[1 • 2 J. 

We consider below the thermodynamic properties of 
a plasma with charged-particle density up to 1020 cm-3 

at relatively low temperatures ~1Q4-10 5°K. We 
neglect here the effects of degeneracy, but take into 
account the interactions between the particles, and at 
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small distances we take into account the quantum
mechanical character of these interactions. The 
thermodynamic quantities are calculated on the basis 
of the Bloch equation. The latter are investigated with 
the aid of the approach proposed by Montroll and 
Ward[3 J. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

Let us consider a system of particles interacting in 
accordance with the Coulomb law and situated in a 
volume V in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium at 
a temperature T = 1/ {3. This system is described with 
the aid of a propagation function (Green's function) 
GN ( qN {3; q 1N {3 1 ), which depends on two systems of 
Cartesian coordinates qN = q1 , q2 , ••• , ~; q 1N 

= q{, q~, ... , q:N ( q = {x, y, z}) and the two reciprocal 

temperatures f3 = 1/T and {3 1 = 1/T 1 (N-number of 
particles in the system). The function GN(qNf3; q 1Nf3 1 ) 

satisfies the Bloch equation, whose integral form is 

~ 

GN(qN~; q'N~') = GN•(qN~; q'N~')- ~ ~ GN•(qNB; xNB';) U(xN) 
v w 

(1) 

where CJN ( qN {3; q 1N f3) corresponds to the system of 
non-interacting particles and U ( qN) is the interaction 
potential. 

If we put q 1N = qN and f3 = 0, that the function 
GN ( qN {3; qNo) can be interpreted as the amplitude of 
the probability that a system of many particles situated 
at the points qN at infinite temperature will return to 
the same points after slow cooling of the system to a 
temperature T = 1/ {3. The partition function represents 
in this case the mean value of the probability amplitude 
of such a process taken over all the possible initial 
points: 

where 

ZN = ~ GN(qNB; qNO)dqN, 
v 

(dq = {dxdy dz}). 

(2) 
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In the case of a system of interacting particles, the 
solution of ( 1) can be obtained in principle with the aid 
of iterations. Such a solution is in fact an expansion of 
the propagation function in a perturbation-theory series. 
However, the integrals that enter in this expansion 
diverge, owing to the long-range character of the 
Coulomb potential. Nonetheless, it is possible to 
separate from the sequence of the expansion terms 
definite classes of integrals, the sum of which is finite. 
It will be shown later that these integrals play the 
principal role in the theory of systems of charged par
ticles. 

To interpret the different terms of the perturbation
theory series, it is convenient to use a diagram tech
nique. From the very outset, we shall confine our
selves to Boltzmann statistics and represent the well 
known single-particle propagation function of the i-th 
free particle 

G [ m; ]'" { m;(q;-q/)'} 
"(q; ~; q;'~') = 2n(~- ~').li2 exp - 2.1i2 (~- ~') (3) 

graphically in the form of the vertical line going from 
the point qJ. f3' to the point qif3 (diagram a of Fig. 1). 
Then the first term of the perturbation-theory series 
can be represented graphically in the form of N such 
lines. 

Assuming that the interaction potential is the sum 
of partial potentials, we can describe with the aid of 
relatively simple types of diagrams also the succeeding 
terms of the perturbation-theory series. For example, 
the second term of this series, besides the indicated 
diagram, will contain diagram b of Fig. 1. On this 
diagram, the segments of the vertical lines between the 
points (q{f3{; Xif3"), (xif3"; ~[3), (qjf3'; xjf3"), and 
(xjf3"; qjf3) correspond to the single-particle Green's 
functions (3), and the wavy line corresponds to the in
teraction potential <P ( I Xi - Xj I). In order to write 
down with the aid of this diagram an expression for the 
quantity G< 1 >(~qjf3; q{qjf3') it is necessary to multiply 
the indicated Green's function by the potential, and inte
grate over the nodes of the diagram with coordinates 
Xi and Xj and the reciprocal temperature f3" within 
the volume of the system V and the reciprocal-tem
perature interval ([3', [3). The quantity G<1 >(qiqjf3; 
q{qjf3') can be interpreted as the Green's function of 
two particles situated initially at the points 
( q{f3 '; qjf3 '), and then interacting with each other at the 
points (xif3"; xjf3") and ending up at the points (qif3; 
qj f3). 

When considering the higher orders of perturbation 
theory, other more complicated types of interactions 
arise, which can also be set in correspondence with 
definite diagrams. The general rule for the construe-

a 

FIG. I. 

tion of such diagrams for n-th order perturbation 
theory is to take into account all the possible arrange
ments of the interaction lines (there will be n such 
lines for the n-th term) between the N vertical lines. 
In analogy with the classical Mayer groups, the entire 
manifold of the diagrams can be classified in accord
ance with the sums of the group diagrams. 

By way of an example, Fig. 2 shows the diagrams 
for groups of one, two, and three particles. With the 
aid of the group sums it is possible to write the propa
gation function in the form 

(4) 

where the summation should be extended over all dis
tributions of N particles in m1 groups of one, rna 
groups of two, ... , mz groups of l particles, withal
lowance for the condition Llmz = N. When (4) is sub
stituted in (2), we get 

- ""' rrN. (Vbz)m, ZN- LJ ---, 
mz! m 1 l=1 

This expression coincides formally with the ZN repre
sentation in the Mayer theory. The only difference is 
that the group integrals 

bz= ~ll ~ Sz(ql~;qlO)dql 
·v 

( 5) 

are calculated with the aid of the quantum-mechanical 
group sums Sz ( qlf3; q' lf3 '). With the aid of the group 
integrals bz ( l = 1, 2, ... ) it is possible to write down 
an expression for any thermodynamic quantity. In par
ticular, for the thermodynamic potential n in a grand 
canonical ensemble we obtain 

N 

-~Q=pV~= ~z1Vbz, (6) 
!:=i 

where z is the activity. 

FIG. 2. 

3. SUMMATION OF DIAGRAMS 

Individual group integrals for a system of charged 
particles diverge as a result of the long-range charac
ter Coulomb interaction. It is possible, however, to 
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separate from each group integral definite particular 
integrals whose infinite sum is finite and can be calcu
lated to conclusion. The following consideration is 
used here: Since the general perturbation-theory series 
is an expansion in powers of the coupling constant, 
which is proportional to the square of the electron 
charge e\ it follows that the terms of each of the par
ticular series separated from the general series should 
be arranged in increasing powers of e'\ and the largest 
contribution to bz will be made by those particular 
series whose terms contain the lowest powers of e2. 
This procedure for constructing such series becomes 
much simpler when diagrams are used. We separate 
from each group sum a diagram with the smallest 
number of interaction lines and sum all such diagrams. 
Thus, the unit diagram in the unit group (Fig. 2) makes 
a contribution to the thermodynamic potential of an 
ideal gas: the first diagram for the group of two parti
cles determines in the group integral b2 the linear 
term in the coupling parameter e2, which drops out as 
a result of the electroneutrality condition, so that the 
second diagram must be taken into consideration. Ow
ing to the foregoing condition, any more complicated 
diagram containing a single node (i.e., one of the verti
cal lines crosses only one interaction line) will like
wise make no contribution to the thermodynamic 
quantities. For this reason the only lowest-order dia
gram which makes a nonzero contribution to b3 in the 
group sum si,j ,k is the third diagram. 

Such a procedure of separating the lowest-order 
diagram from all the succeeding group sums leads 
ultimately to a sum of the so called "ring diagrams" 
(Fig. 3). Ring diagrams are all of the same type: each 
vertical line is connected with the neighboring one by 
a single interaction line. The integrals (5) correspond
ing to such diagrams are multiplicative integrals of the 
convolution type and are calculated with the aid of 
Fourier transforms. As a result, formula (6) deter
mines the contribution made to the thermodynamic 
potential by the sum of the diagrams indicated above 

where 

~M1' 1 ;_, 1 (kJ . , <kJ 
- -- = --- 2.J .) [Ilv -,-In ( 1 -, Ilp ) ] dp, 

V 2(2nfl)L-= 

4nfl2ea2ZaAa (k) 

p' 

A (h)= (-"!!:______ )''• ~ ex {- (~- ~') ~' p2} exp{ 2nik~' ~ d~'. 
a \ 2nBfl2 ~ P 2ma~ '' ~ } 

(7) 

The index a denotes the type of particle, M is the num
ber of different types of particle, p = {PxPyPz} is the 
particle momentum, and dp = dpxdPydPz· Such an ex
pression was obtained for an electron gas by Montroll 
and Ward [3J • 

To determine the next order of the contribution to 
the group integrals bz ( l = 1, 2, ... ) it is necessary to 
separate from the perturbation-theory series a par-

FIG. 3. 
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FIG. 4. 

ticular series whose terms can contain the coupling 
constant e2 raised to a power larger by unity compared 
with the terms of the series described by the ring dia
grams. The terms of this series correspond to dia
grams which contain one more interaction line each 
than the ring diagrams. From the group sum for the 
two particles (Fig. 2) we separate the diagrams with 
three interaction lines; for the group sum for four 
particles, the diagrams with four interaction lines, etc. 
In the final analysis we get the sums for the two classes 
of diagrams shown in Fig. 4. 

With the aid of the indicated diagrams we can write 
down the corresponding expressions for the group in
tegrals and calculate the contribution to the thermody
namic potential. As a result we obtain for the sum of 
diagrams of type a in Fig. 4 

~~Q" 1 __ v _____ ~ } 6'ds· 
4 ( 2nfl) • ,,,k>=-= o 

~ ~ 

AJ~·k,J=~ \ ... \ W.(p,,p,; ~~.~•)Wb(P~oP•; ~2.~,) 

'P•(~,) = exp (2nik~, / ~), 

(8) 

For the sum of diagrams of type bin Fig. 4 we ob
tain 

~ p 

B~k,h,J = ~ ~ ~ W.(p.,p2; ~1, ~2)'P•,(~•)'P•,(~2) d~'· 
0 0 

(9) 

The main contributions to the integrals ( 7) -(9) are 
made by small momenta, and therefore the integrands 

A.~k)(p), A~%1,k:J (pl, p2), and B~k"k2 ) (pl, p2) can be 
replaced by their values at p1, P2 = 0 and then we can 
calculate the sums and the integrals. As a result, ex
pression (7) reduces to the usual Debye formula 
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x2 = ~' 4nea2~n., 
1~a~i\J 

For expressions (8) and (9) we obtain respectively 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

We see that the integral with respect to r, which is 
contained in (11), diverges logarithmically at small 
distances. This is due to the fact that the considered 
classes of diagrams take into account primarily collec
tive effects connected with small momentum transfers, 
while the contribution from the individual behavior of 
the particles is described incorrectly. The simplest 
way of taking into account pair collisions is to cut off 
the obtained integral at small distances on the order of 
the Coulomb scattering amplitude fab = f3eaeb· We then 
obtain the well known logarithmic correction to the 
thermodynamic potential 

~MY' rr ~ s 3 "'"l f - -----y- = "3 Li ea eb nanbp n x ab· 
1~a,b~M 

(13) 

It is possible to obtain more accurate results for the 
quantities (7) -(9) in the form of an expansion in the 
small parameter AeK. However, under the conditions 
noted in the introduction, this parameter remains 
small, so that all the corrections to the main terms of 
(10), (12), and (13) due to this parameter are small and 
can be disregarded. It should be noted that when such 
expansions are used the main terms of (10), (12), and 
( 13) are contained in expressions (7) -(9) only in the 
terms of the sums with k = 0, k1 = 0, and 'k2 = 0. All 
the remaining terms of these sums ( k f 0, k1 f 0, 
kz f 0) contain powers of the parameter AeK. 

4. MODIFIED LADDER APPROXIMATION 

In calculating the contribution made to the thermo
dynamic potential by the sum of diagrams of type a in 
Fig. 4, difficulties were encountered in connection with 
the divergence of the integrals in (11) at short distances. 
Taking into account the logarithmic character of the 
divergence, we got around these difficulties by cutting 
off the integrals at the lower limit. On the other hand, 
when attempts are made to consider sums of similar 
diagrams of higher order (with a larger number of in
teraction lines), stronger divergences appear, and this 
method is not suitable for their elimination. It turns 
out, however, that a finite expression is obtained for 
the thermodynamic potential when such diagrams are 
summed. The following circumstances are important 
for the summation. The contribution made to the 
thermodynamic potential (7) by the sum of the ring dia
grams (3) at k = 0 it is described exactly by a single 
two -particle diagram (the first diagram of Fig. 5), 
where the wavy line corresponds as before to the 
Coulomb potential and the dashed line corresponds to 
the effective potential 

- - 26 eaeb r p sin (pr/li) d 
<Dab (r)- -;- -r-; p2 (1 + 611~>) p. 

(14) 

FIG. 5. 

The contribution made to the thermodynamic potential 
(8) by the sum of diagrams of type a in Fig. 4 at k1 
= k2 = 0 is described exactly by a two-particle diagram 
(second diagram of Fig. 5) with a single Coulomb line 
and two lines corresponding to the potential (14). The 
contribution to the thermodynamic potential from the 
sum of diagrams of type a with an added interaction 
line is described by a two-particle diagram with one 
Coulomb and three effective-interaction lines, etc. As 
a result we obtain a sum of ladder diagrams where one 
"rung" differs from all others (Fig. 5). 

The contribution made to the thermodynamic poten
tial in this case is 

I 

--~llQ =- 9 ~ nanbAab3~ ~ d6~ <I>ab(q) 
v -l,;;a. bo;;;M 

x{ l; ~n"(q)e-Biin ~n(q)-. ~ tiJn"0 (q)e-BEn'tiJn°(q) }aq, (15) 
{n} {n} 

where <I>af3(q) istheCoulombpotential, lfn(q) and 
E:'n are respectively the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
of the three-dimensional Schrodinger equation with 
potential (14), and If~ ( q) and En are the eigenfunctions 
and the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation for the 
free motion. The summation is over all the sets of 
quantum numbers {n} = n1, nz, ... 

In expression (15) it is possible to separate,_!he dis
crete spectrum of the negative-energy values En from 
the continuous spectrum of the positive values Ek· The 
contribution made by the latter to the thermodynamic 
potential can be calculated in the quasiclassical ap
proximation. For identically charged particles, which 
have only a positive energy spectrum we obtain in this 
case the expression 

~/lQ ab I ~ ---+= 2:rr~nanb ~dig~ <Dab(r)r2dr {f- exp[-~<I>ab(r)]}. (16) 
0 0 

Formula (16) coincides with the well known classical 
result, if it is assumed that the effective potential 
<I>ab ( r) is a Debye potential. It can be shown that ex
pression (14) coincides, accurate to terms (>..eK) 2 , with 
the Debye expression. In this case the integrand in (16) 
will contain the classical correlation function 

(17) 

For differently charged particles, the contribution 
to the thermodynamic potential of the continuous spec
trum of positive energies is in this case equal to 

~~Q ae ~ r 
___ H_ = -2n~nane J as J 1Da,(r)r2dr 

v 0 0 

x { ~ exp[-~<Ii .. (r)] r\ (~;-~!D .. )- f}, 
in 2 (18) 

where r( %; -f3~ae) is the incomplete gamma func
tion. Under the integral side we have here, in place of 
the usual classical expression (17) (which causes a 
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strong exponential divergence of the integral at the 
lower limit when r - 0), the quantity 

{ ~eae } 2 ( 3 ~e.e ) F.,(r)= exp --e-xr =-r \-;--e-xc , 
r in 2 r (19) 

which tends to infinity as r- 0, but like 2 v f3eae/rrr. 
This singularity is integrable, and the expression (18) 
is finite. By analogy with (17), the quantity (19) can be 
identified with the correlation function for differently 
charged particles. 
~ The negative eigenvalues En and the eigenfunctions 
IJin (q), which are necessary for the determination of 
the contribution made to the thermodynamic potential 
by the discrete spectrum, can be found by numerically 
solving the Schrodinger equation with potential (14). 
For a Debye potential, the En were calculated by 
Bonch-Bruevich and Glasko [sJ. The contribution made 
to the thermodynamic potential by the upper levels can 
be taken into account with the aid of the quasiclassical 
approximation. It is necessary in this case to choose 
the principal quantum number 11o in the sum over {n} 
in (15) such as to make f3En0 « 1, and then, by virtue 
of the quasiclassical nature of the states with large 
quantum numbers, the spectrum of the negative ener
gies En0 s Ens 0 will be sufficiently dense and the 
corresponding part of the sum over {n} can be re
placed by an integral, using quasiclassical expressions 
for the level density and for the wave functions. This 
integral is calculated simultaneously with the integral 
of the spectrum of the positive energies. The result is 
the expression 

00 

+ ~ r2~ae(r)dr[exp(-~<ii .. )-1] }, 
r, 

where ro is the root of the equation 

En,- dJ.,(ro) = 0. 

(20) 

~hen 2mee 2/1i2K » 1 and n < 11o, the shift of the levels 
En can be neglected and the remaining part of the sum 

over {n} in (15) can be calculated by assuming the 
quantities En and ~n ( q) to be Coulomb quantities. 
Then 

Strictly speaking, formula (21) describes the contri
bution to the thermodynamic potential from the bound 
states in a hydrogen plasma. However, it can be used 
to a certain degree of approximation also to calculate 
a non-hydrogen plasma. In this case, if the ion is not a 
nucleus, then it is necessary to take experimental or 
approximately-calculated values for the level energy. 
En. If the parameter Yae = f3eaeK is small, then the 
integrand in (20) can be expanded in a series in this 
parameter. If we retain at the same time the terms of 
order Yae ln Yae inclusive, and let 11o- oo in formulas 
(20) and (21), then we obtain the expression 

= n.n;Aae3 ~ n2 (ei~En! -I ~En l-1) 
n=i 

+ _i_ n~2e.2e2n.n,- 2n n.n,e.3e3~3 ln 'Yae, 
3x 3 

which coincides with the result of Larkin's paper [2 J. 
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